Final exam: a novel [by 'Peter Green', pseudonym of Cedric Watts] by Watts, Cedric




Part 1: Examining a Mind (Chapters 1-19). 
This part, set in 1961, follows the protagonist, Peter Green, who is taking his Final Examinations in English at Cambridge University. He cherishes the ideal of a cashless, classless, co-operative future, but has been conditioned by the exam system (which has brought him as a scholarship boy via Grammar School to Pembroke College) to be keenly competitive. To concentrate on exam preparation, he discards upper-class Arabella, the more outwardly attractive of his two girl-friends, and retains Jan, a petrol-pump attendant. We are shown: the actual exam question-papers; what he is doing with the girl-friends; his preparations for the exams; his exam answers; and his uneasy friendship with two fellow-undergraduates Jim (brilliant but partly mad, and built like a nightclub bouncer) and Casey (an evil-looking, wizened little fan of Nietzsche). 
In the event, Peter succeeds in gaining the First-Class Honours degree that he craves, but loses Jan to Casey, and his hopes of starting research are dashed by the Machiavellian don, Dr Haggerty. Though interested in the literary topic of covert plotting, Peter has failed to see how he has been manipulated by covert plotting by other people. He is implicated in a suicide.

Part 2: Examining a Campus (Chapter 20).
1969: Peter, now a jaded teacher of English at a College of Arts and Technology in London, visits the new campus of Sussex University and calls on his former friend, Jim. The campus at first seems welcoming, but on meeting the changed Jim and on encountering the new breed of students (anarchic, libertarian), Peter recoils. Meanwhile, he finds that in the era of the contraceptive pill, he has lost interest in sexuality, since the element of risky competition has dwindled. Haggerty has gained a Professorship, having appropriated ideas from Peter and Jim. Casey seems to be happily married.

Part 3: Examining a Body (Chapters 21-22).
2011: Peter, now a proud but lonely pensioner (no wife, no partner, no children), has symptoms of prostate cancer and undergoes intrusive examinations. Casey has been killed; Haggerty has died mysteriously, victim of a ‘covert plot’: Jim’s anger comes to mind. What’s the value of the study of literature? The tutelary deity of Peter’s undergraduate days, Rochester, cynical author of ‘A Satyr against Mankind’, seems to be vindicated.
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